MEETING OF THE FERTILISER WORKING GROUP
ON 13 FEBRUARY 2017

ALBERT BORSCHETTE CONFERENCE CENTRE
36 RUE FROISSART, BRUSSELS
ROOM AB-1A

DRAFT AGENDA

10:00 - 13:00

(1) Adoption of the draft agenda
(2) Adoption of the draft minutes of the Fertilisers Working Group meeting of 7 November 2016
(3) Promoting nutrient recovery and nutrient efficiency: the next steps
   (a) Scope for the substitution of mineral fertilisers by nutrients from secondary raw materials
   (b) Role of nutrients from manure and relation with the Nitrate Directive
   (c) Role of plant biostimulants
   (d) Role of precision farming in increasing nutrition efficiency and reducing environmental impacts of fertilisers
   (e) Sustainability claims for CE fertilising products: the role of standards

14:00 - 15:00

(4) Screening exercise on standards: report by the CEN TCs and follow-up
(5) AOB